ABSTRACT

Many dynamic analysis approaches to specification mining that extract behavioral models from execution traces, do not consider object identities, and, moreover, generalize from specifications involving concrete objects to their symbolic class-level abstractions. Our approach uses data mining methods to extract significant scenario-based specifications in the form of Damm and Harel’s live sequence charts (LSC), a formal and expressive extension of classic sequence diagrams. We guarantee that all mined symbolic LSCs are significant (statistically sound) and all significant symbolic LSCs are mined (statistically complete). The technique can potentially be applied to general object oriented programs to reveal expressive and useful reverse-engineered candidate specifications.

1. INTRODUCTION

Software systems are often built with little documented specifications. Specifications are often incomplete and get outdated with time. To address these issues specification mining has been proposed [3]. Specification mining is concerned with extracting behavioral models from program execution traces, and is useful as an aid to program comprehension, bug detection, and maintenance tasks. Many approaches to mining behavioral specifications from execution traces of object oriented programs (e.g., [19, 21, 22, 29, 26, 10, 9, 32, 33]) do not consider objects’ identity; object identity information is not recorded during tracing and is ignored during mining. This limits the power of these approaches to general object oriented programs where object instances of many classes, including multiple instances of the same class are created dynamically and interact in the execution.

In this paper we present a dynamic analysis behavioral specification mining approach that considers object identities, and, moreover, generalizes from the concrete objects to their classes while maintaining soundness and completeness. It can thus be applied to general object oriented programs and reveal most expressive and useful reverse-engineered candidate specifications.

In scenario-based specification mining [25], data mining methods are applied to program execution traces in order to mine strongly observed inter-object universal sequence diagrams in the form of a UML2 compliant variant of Damm and Harel’s live sequence charts (LSC) [6, 13]. LSC extends classical sequence diagrams with a universal interpretation and must/may modalities (we define the subset of LSC used in our work in Sec. 2). An LSC is composed of two parts: pre- and main-chart; a universal LSC specifies that whenever the pre-chart sequence of events occurs, eventually the main-chart sequence of events must occur. The popularity and intuitive nature of sequence diagrams as a specification language in general, together with the additional unique features of LSC, motivated our choice of the target formalism for our mining approach. Moreover, the choice is supported by previous work on LSC (see, e.g., [16, 18, 27]) which can be practically used to visualize, analyze, manipulate, test, and verify the specifications we mine.

An important characteristic of scenario-based specification mining in the context of the present paper is that object identifiers are not abstracted away during tracing and mining. Each event in the trace is a triple of caller, method signature, and callee identifiers. The mining algorithm then uses data mining methods to extract recurrent inter-object scenarios of the form pre/main-chart modulo user defined support and confidence thresholds (see [23, 25]).

In their most basic form, sequence diagram lifelines represent concrete objects. Thus, these diagrams apply only to the inter-object behavior between the specific concrete objects referenced on their lifelines, and their expressive power as specifications (e.g., for testing or as runtime monitors) is therefore limited in this sense.

Symbolic lifelines, representing classes rather than concrete objects, were introduced to LSC in [28]. These allow to present diagrams that apply to all objects of the represented classes, and thus enable the definition of most expressive and succinct specifications.

In the context of specification mining, indeed, our input is a trace made of concrete events, but we are not interested in extracting concrete scenarios; instead, we are looking for the more abstract symbolic class-level scenarios, which universally specify the behavior of all objects of the referenced classes, and whose concrete instantiations are frequently observed in the trace.

To introduce the problem of mining symbolic scenarios investigated in this paper consider an example, taken from a Space Invaders game application. The following universal scenario, involving the game control, a monster, and a laser beam, holds invariably, on all runs of the application, and occurs very frequently in a typical execution of the game: “Firing: whenever the game control calls a monster’s fire method, the monster fires a laser beam, and the beam...
is added to the game control list of entities. Eventually (after the beam hits another entity or moves out of screen), the game control removes the laser beam from the game’. Note that many monsters and many laser beams are created dynamically and simultaneously interact during a typical run of the game. Why is it a challenge to extract this scenario from the game’s execution traces? First, this scenario happens exactly once for each laser beam object involved; that is, each of the scenario’s concrete instantiations, referencing concrete object identifiers, will occur only once (per set of objects per trace); hence, at the concrete objects level it will not be considered a frequently observed property. Second, a naïve abstraction mechanism, which will delete object identifiers from the trace while keeping their class names, would fail to support the extraction of this scenario, as nothing in the abstract trace would indicate that the laser beam that was fired is the same laser beam that was eventually removed (in the last sentence of the above description of the firing scenario, note the use of the definite “the beam” rather than the indefinite “a beam’). Fig. 1 shows a correct (left) and an incorrect (right) abstract representations of this scenario.

The main contribution of the present paper is a solution to the above, that is, a sound and complete method to extract class-level symbolic scenarios modulo user defined support and confidence thresholds, while maintaining object identification (i.e., lifeline binding) within each scenario, as required. During mining, suggested concrete scenarios are aggregated according to their class-level images in an isomorphic mapping, without loosing their topology. We call this a binding preserving abstraction.

Our work models mining as a search space traversal to identify significant class-level LSCs. A smart pruning strategy, based on an anti-monotonicity property, is employed to cut the search space of insignificant class-level LSCs. To mine class-level LSCs, we reason at the concrete and abstract level simultaneously. It is thus a novel example of a dynamic analysis specification mining work that considers object identities, and generalizes from concrete objects to their classes while maintaining soundness and completeness.

We organize the remainder of the paper as follows. The next section defines the subset of LSC that we consider, the semantics of concrete and abstract LSCs, and the notions of statistical significance, soundness, and completeness. Sec. 3 presents the challenge of mining symbolic scenarios and its solution. In Sec. 4 we illustrate the mining algorithm by means of a detailed example. Sec. 5 discusses additional issues. Related work is discussed in Sec. 6. Sec. 7 concludes and presents some future work directions.

2. CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS

We briefly recall the syntax and semantics of live sequence charts, specifically distinguish between concrete and abstract. We then define the statistical metrics of support and confidence used in our work as the basis for evaluating candidate LSC significance.

2.1 Live Sequence Charts

Live sequence charts (LSC) [6] is a formal and expressive extension of classical sequence diagrams. In this study, we use a restricted subset of the LSC language. An LSC includes a set of instance lifelines, representing system’s objects, and is divided into two parts, the pre-chart (‘cold’ fragment) and the main-chart (‘hot’ fragment), each specifying an ordered set of method calls between the objects represented by the lifelines. A universal LSC specifies a universal liveness requirement: for all runs of the system, and for every period during such a run, whenever the sequence of events defined by the pre-chart occurs (in the specified order), eventually the sequence of events defined by the main-chart must occur (in the specified order). Events not explicitly mentioned in the diagram are not restricted in any way to appear or not to appear during the run (including between the events that are mentioned in the diagram). For a thorough description of the language and its semantics see [6, 14]. A UML2-compliant variant of the language using the modal profile is defined in [13]. A translation of LSC into various Temporal Logics appears in [17].

Syntactically, instance lifelines are drawn as vertical lines; pre-chart (main-chart) events are drawn using dashed (solid) directed horizontal arrows colored in blue (red). Time goes top to bottom.

An additional important feature of LSC is its semantics of symbolic instances [28]. That is, rather than referring to concrete objects, instance lifelines may be labeled with a name of a class and defined as symbolic, i.e., formally representing any object of the referenced class. This allows a designer to take advantage of object-oriented inheritance and create more expressive and succinct specifications.

Note that in an instance of a symbolic LSC, i.e., when the scenario specified in the LSC ‘occurs’, each lifeline represents the unique single object that binds to it; that is, different symbolic lifelines of the same class necessarily represent different objects of that class. Once an object binds to a symbolic lifeline, it remains bound until the completion of that instance of the LSC. Many instances of the same symbolic LSC where lifelines are bound to different concrete objects may ‘exist’ simultaneously (see [28]).

Figure 1: Correct (left) and Incorrect (right) Abstract Representations of Firing

We denote an LSC by \( L_{\text{pre,full}} \), where \( L_{\text{pre}} \) denotes the pre-chart and \( L_{\text{full}} \) denotes the full chart containing pre and main chart. For concrete LSCs, the \( L_{\text{pre}} \) and \( L_{\text{full}} \) correspond to concrete charts; for symbolic LSCs, they correspond to abstract charts.

Example 1. Fig. 1 (left) shows an example LSC taken from the Space Invaders application. The participants in this scenario are a game controller, a monster, and a laser beam. Roughly, this symbolic LSC specifies that whenever a gamecontroller (of type GameController) calls the fire() method of a monster (of type Monster), the monster should call the fire() method of a laser (of type Laser), the laser should call the gamecontroller add(Laser) method, and eventually, the gamecontroller will call the laser remove() method.

2.2 Concrete and Abstract Charts

We consider two domains: concrete and abstract. The concrete refers to the actual low-level runtime information in which we are able to see object information. The abstract domain refers to class names (other abstractions may be possible, see Sec. 7). Hence, we consider two types of events: concrete and abstract.

A concrete event is a triplet: caller object identifier, callee object identifier, and method signature. An object is uniquely identified by its hash key (by calling System.identityHashCode()) and the class it is instantiated from. The input trace is simply a series of concrete events. An abstract event groups several related concrete events together: it replaces object identity with a higher level of abstraction.
namely, in our case, an object’s class name. A simple map from a concrete event to its abstract event is defined as a projection: given a concrete event \( e \), \( \text{proj}(e) \) returns the abstract event of \( e \), where the caller and callee objects identifiers were replaced by the names of their classes.

A chart (concrete or abstract) is composed of a list of (concrete or abstract) events \((e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_n)\), a set of (concrete or abstract) lifelines \(\{l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_k\}\) (for simplicity, we draw the lifelines ordered from left to right although the order of lifelines has no semantic meaning), and a binding function \( \text{bdg} \) mapping each event to a pair of lifelines (we omit obvious syntactic well-formedness rules, e.g., that \( \text{bdg} \) binds an object to a lifeline only if the two are of the same class, etc.). More formally:

**Definition 2.1 (Concrete/Abstract Chart).** A concrete/abstract chart \( C \) is a triplet \( \langle E, L, \text{bdg} \rangle \) where \( E \) is a list of concrete/abstract events, \( L \) is a set of concrete/abstract lifelines, and \( \text{bdg} \) is a binding map \( \text{bdg}: E \rightarrow L \times L \).

Given a list of concrete events, a single set of concrete lifelines is determined by the names of concrete objects involved in the events. Thus, the binding map \( \text{bdg} \) of a concrete chart containing a list of concrete events (and a set of concrete lifelines, each corresponding to a unique concrete object) is trivial.

While a list of concrete events uniquely determines a list of lifelines (up to lifelines order, which has no meaning), a trivial binding function, and thus, a concrete chart, this is not the case for abstract events. Rather, given a list of abstract events, one may possibly define more than one (non-isomorphic) sets of abstract lifelines with corresponding bindings (as demonstrated earlier in Fig. 1). This is so because a class corresponding to an abstract caller or callee does not uniquely identify an abstract lifeline in the set, as it may include a number of abstract lifelines corresponding to the same class.

As an example, the binding of a concrete event \( e = (oid1, oid2, m()) \) in a concrete chart \( C \) may be represented by a pair \((l_1, l_2)\) corresponding to the \(i\)th and \(j\)th lifelines of \( C \). \( \text{bdg}(e, C) \) is the mapping returning the binding of a concrete event \( e \) from a concrete chart \( C \). For example, in Fig. 2, \( \text{bdg}((A&k12, A&k28, m1())) = \langle 1, 2 \rangle \).

To relate concrete and abstract charts, we propose the notion of binding preserving abstraction, essentially an isomorphic mapping between the two.

**Definition 2.2 (Binding Preserving Abstraction).** Consider a concrete chart \( C = \langle \{e_1, \ldots, e_n\}, \{l_1, \ldots, l_k\}, \text{bdg} \rangle \) and an abstract chart \( \hat{C} = \langle \{E_1, \ldots, E_n\}, \{L_1, \ldots, L_k\}, \hat{\text{bdg}} \rangle \). \( \text{bdg} \) is a binding preserving abstraction of \( \hat{\text{bdg}} \) (iff there exists a mapping \( \text{abs} \) from the lifelines of \( C \) to the lifelines of \( \hat{C} \) s.t. \( \forall 1 \leq i, j \leq n, \text{bdg}(e_i, l_i, l_j) = (\text{abs}(l_i), \text{abs}(l_j)) \)). We denote the binding preserving abstraction of \( C \) by \( \text{abs}(C) \). It returns the abstract chart that is ‘isomorphic’ to \( C \).

To illustrate the concept of binding preserving abstraction consider Fig. 2. In the figure there are a concrete chart (extreme left, each lifeline corresponds to a separate object instance of class \( A \) identifiable via the object hash code) and several abstract charts. Two of the abstract charts are not isomorphic to the concrete chart, and thus do not consist of a binding preserving abstraction.

The above concept is important as there can be more than one symbolic lifeline corresponding to a particular class \( C \) in an abstract LSC \( L \). When this is the case this denotes that more than one object instance of the class \( C \) participates in \( L \).

Roughly, as explained above, an LSC specifies a universal temporal rule: “Whenever the pre-chart is satisfied, eventually the main-chart of the LSC must be satisfied”. Satisfaction of the chart follows the semantics of LSC. We refer to a sub-trace (or a segment of consecutive events in the trace) satisfying the chart \( C \) (either concrete or abstract) as an instance of \( C \) (as mentioned above, events not appearing in \( C \) may appear or not appear in an instance of \( C \), including in between events that do appear in \( C \)). A more operational definition is given in our previous work [23].

### 2.3 Statistical Significance and Guarantee

Our goal is to identify strongly observed properties in the trace. To formalize, we use two statistical metrics commonly used in data mining, namely support and confidence [11]. The support of the chart corresponds to the number of times instances of the pre- and main-chart appear in the trace, and the confidence of the chart corresponds to the likelihood of the pre-chart instance being followed by a main-chart instance in the traces. The support metric is used to limit the extraction to commonly observed interactions, while the confidence metric restricts mining to such pre-charts that are followed by a particular main-chart with high likelihood. Note that LSCs with high but imperfect confidence, i.e., less than 100%, may be interesting to mine too (see, e.g., the notion of imperfect traces [37]), since, in general, these may reveal errors in the program or in the trace generation process (see, e.g., [3, 19, 37]). We refer to charts satisfying the minimum support threshold (\( \min_{\text{sup}} \)) as being frequent. Similarly, we refer to charts satisfying the minimum confidence threshold (\( \min_{\text{conf}} \)) as being confident. A chart satisfying both thresholds is referred to as significant.

In addition, we provide a measure of guarantee to the mined LSCs. We refer to these measures of guarantee as statistical soundness (i.e., correctness) and completeness, frequently used concepts in data mining: all mined specification are statistically significant (soundness), and all statistically significant specifications are mined (completeness). Note that these are guaranteed also by systems like Daikon [8] and many data mining systems (e.g., [21, 34, 36]).

### 3. Mining Symbolic Scenarios

A naive way to mine significant LSCs is to consider all possible combinations of events for their statistics and report those that are significant. Assuming \( n \) distinct events, the number of all possible event combinations up to length \( k \) is \( n^k \). Clearly, an algorithm that checks the significance of each and every one of these is not feasible (typical traces we consider can have more than 50 distinct events and the LSCs we are looking for are typically made of 4 to 8 events). Instead, we use the user-defined given support threshold, to cut out the sub-search spaces containing insignificant charts. Also, our interest in mining abstract LSCs complicates things further as an abstract LSC may correspond to a set of concrete LSCs. Hence, we need a better mining strategy.

In our study, we model mining as a search space traversal of significant LSCs. We start by finding frequent charts satisfying the minimum support threshold and then compose these charts into LSCs comprising of pre- and main-charts that satisfy the minimum confidence threshold. During the traversal, we employ a smart pruning property to identify sub-search spaces of insignificant charts. Also, our interest in mining abstract LSCs complicates things further as an abstract LSC may correspond to a set of concrete LSCs. Hence, we need a better mining strategy.

We employ the following anti-monotone property on support values, shown in Property 1, to cut sub-search spaces of insignificant LSCs. The property is an extension of the property used in [25] from concrete to abstract charts. It states that a longer chart \( M' \) having another shorter chart \( M \) as a prefix will have an equal or lower support as that of \( M \). A proof sketch is available in the tech-
technical report [24]. We will see later that this property can be used to efficiently cut out the search space of infrequent LSCs.

**Property 1 (Anti-Monotone - Abstract).** Given abstract LSCs $M = (\text{pre}, \text{full})$ and $M' = (\text{pre}', \text{full'})$, s.t. full has full as a prefix (with isomorphic binding), $\text{supp}(M') \leq \text{supp}(M)$.

We explore the search space by first considering frequent single-event abstract charts. We then group each of these by adding events one by one in a depth first fashion following a lexicographic ordering. The frequent charts mined are then combined into pre-chart main-chart pairs. Given a pair of charts pre and full, the LSC $M = L(\text{pre}, \text{full})$ is generated if the confidence of $M$ is above the minimum confidence threshold.

For example, we first try $(A)$. If $(A)$ is frequent, that is, its support in the traces is greater or equal than min_sup, we grow $(A)$ to $(A, A)$. If $(A, A)$ is infrequent, from Property 1, all charts having $(A, A)$ as prefix will not be frequent as well. We then try $(A, B)$, and the process repeats. Note that without taking advantage of Property 1, this approach would not have been scalable. Relying on Property 1, we are able to prune the search space containing infrequent charts. Knowing ‘a priori’ that $(A, A)$ is infrequent we can prune all charts $(A, A, A), (A, A, B), (A, A, A, A), \ldots$. Thus, a large part of the search space is pruned. These systematic traversal of search space and smart applications of pruning properties enable our approach to work well.

Since we are interested in mining abstract LSCs and the trace consists of concrete events, this complicates the process of growing the charts by adding events one-by-one. First, an abstract chart may correspond to a number of different concrete charts. During the mining process, we need to be able to map an abstract chart to its concrete charts. Instances of different concrete charts need to be grown separately to ensure satisfaction of LSC semantics which involves reasoning on identities of objects involved in a chart. However, computation of support value must be considered in the abstract level by aggregating the support of each of the individual concrete charts. Second, there are a number of possible resultant bindings when growing a chart with an abstract event. These possible bindings need to be identified and corresponding concrete charts need to be mapped to the appropriate abstract level chart following the isomorphic binding preserving abstraction. To simplify the outline of the pseudo-code of our algorithm we define the following operation.

**Definition 3.1 (Possible Bindings).** Given an abstract chart $AC$ and an abstract event $AE$, concatenating $AE$ to $AC$ results in a set of (non-isomorphic) possible abstract charts. Each of the charts in the set corresponds to a different valid pair of abstract lifelines assigned as the bindings of $AE$. We denote the set of possible resultant charts from $AC$ and $AE$ by $\text{PBDG}(AC, AE)$.

To illustrate the set $\text{PBDG}(-,-)$, consider the left-most chart $Abs$ shown in Figure 3. Performing the operation $\text{PBDG}(Abs, (B, A, m2))$ will return four possible charts as shown by the subsequent charts $AbsExt-1, 2, 3$ and $4$ in Figure 3.

![Figure 2: A Concrete Chart And Its Binding Preserving Abstraction](image1)

**Figure 2:** A Concrete Chart And Its Binding Preserving Abstraction

![Figure 3: PBDG Examples](image2)

**Figure 3:** PBDG Examples

Our algorithm pseudo-code is shown in the algorithm boxes – Figure 4. The algorithm explores the search space of all possible abstract charts. At every point of the search, a particular abstract chart is considered. This abstract chart is initially a chart of single event. At each step, an abstract event is added to the abstract chart under consideration. The two procedures are described below.

**MineSymbolicLSCs Procedure.** The procedure accepts as parameters the input trace and the minimum support and confidence thresholds. It will output all statistically significant LSCs.

**At line 1**, the procedure computes the set of all single-event abstract chart (i.e., $AEV$) whose number of instances is above the minimum support threshold. From Property 1, if a single abstract event $aev$ is not frequent, so will all other charts containing $aev$. Hence, we only need to consider growing charts by events in $AEV$. The instances of a single abstract event $aev$ correspond to all occurrences of concrete events whose abstract event is $aev$.

**At line 2**, we initialize the list PrefixList. PrefixList contains the prefixes of the current chart under consideration during search space traversal. These prefixes are used to compose LSCs corresponding to the current chart under consideration and its prefixes (see Procedure MineRecursive). At line 4, we grow each single-event chart recursively by calling procedure MineRecursive. When the procedure returns, the PrefixList data structure is updated ac-
At lines 6 & 7, it outputs significant LSCs corresponding to the current chart and its prefixes. At line 8, we update the PrefixList data structure by adding the current chart $CurC$. At lines 9-10, the procedure tries to extend the current abstract chart with frequent single-event charts in $AEV$ (note the PDBG operator defined in Definition 3.1).

From Property 1, if the support of $CurC$ is below the minimum support threshold there is no need to extend $CurC$ anymore. The check of this property is performed at line 12. So, the procedure only makes a recursive call to itself at line 13 if, $CurC$'s positive witness is larger than the minimum support threshold. Finally, at line 14, we set the PrefixList data structure accordingly.

### Procedure MineSymbolicLSC

**Inputs:**
- $TR$: Input Trace
- $min_{sup}, min_{conf}$: Min. sup. and conf. Thresholds

**Output:**
- A set of statistically significant LSCs

**Method:**
1. Let $AEV = $ Frequent single-event charts satisfying $min_{sup}$
2. Let $PrefixList = \{\}$
3. For every $f_{aev}$ in $AEV$
4. Call MineRecurse ($TR, min_{sup}, min_{conf}, AEV, f_{aev}, PrefixList$)
5. Remove last element of $PrefixList$

### Procedure MineRecurse

**Inputs:**
- $TR$: Input trace
- $min_{sup}, min_{conf}$: Min. sup. and conf. Thresholds
- $AEV$: Frequent single events
- $CurC$: Current chart considered
- $PrefixList$: Prefixes of $CurC$

**Method:**
6. For every $pre$ in $PrefixList$
7. Create LSC $L(pre, CurC)$
8. If $conf(L)$ $\geq$ $min_{conf}$
9. Output $L$
10. Append $PrefixList$ with $CurC$
11. For every $f_{aev}$ in $AEV$
12. Let $nxtCSet = PDBG(C, f_{aev})$
13. For every $nxtC$ in $nxtCSet$
14. If $\{|\text{Instances of } nxtC| \geq min_{sup}\}$
15. Call MineRecurse ($TR, min_{sup}, min_{conf}, AEV, nxtC, PrefixList$)
16. Remove last element of $PrefixList$

**Figure 4: Symbolic LSC Mining Algorithm**

Finally, we present the following theorem describing the guarantee given by our mining algorithm. The proof sketch is available in [24].

**Theorem 1.** The algorithm shown in Figure 4 computes a statistically sound and complete set of statistically significant abstract Live Sequence Charts from input traces.

### 4. MINING EXAMPLE

We demonstrate the mining algorithm using (a short snippet from) an example trace, taken from the Space Invaders game application (trace generation is done using AspectJ, see [25]).

```
1. (GameCtrl0,Monster0, void Monster.fire())
2. (Monster0,Laser0, void Laser.fire())
3. (GameCtrl1,Monster1, void Monster.fire())
4. (Monster1,Laser1, void Laser.fire())
5. (Laser1,GameCtrl1, void GameCtrl.add(Laser))
6. (Laser0,GameCtrl0, void GameCtrl.add(Laser))
7. (GameCtrl0,Laser0, void Laser.remove())
8. (GameCtrl1,Laser1, void Laser.remove())
9. (Bullet0,Monster2, void Monster.hit(Bullet))
10. (Monster2,GameCtrl0, void GameCtrl.remove())
11. (GameCtrl0,Monster2, void Monster.remove())
12. (GameCtrl1,Bullet0, void Bullet.remove())
13. (Bullet1,Monster3, void Monster.hit(Bullet))
14. (Monster3,GameCtrl0, void GameCtrl.remove())
15. (GameCtrl1,Monster3, void Monster.remove())
16. (GameCtrl0,Bullet1, void Bullet.remove())
17. (Bullet1,Monster3, void Monster.hit(Bullet))
18. (Bullet2,Monster4, void Monster.hit(Bullet))
...
```

**Figure 5: A Snippet from an Example Trace**

Each line corresponds to a concrete event, presented as a tuple, showing the caller, callee, and method signature. The integer after the "&" denotes the identifier of the object (originally this is the object's hash key but we reduce it here to small integers to save space and improve readability). The "..." shown in the sample trace above correspond to occurrences of unrelated events. Using the example, we illustrate how the abstract class-level LSC of the firing scenario in Fig. 1 (left) is mined. Note that concrete instances of this abstract LSC, each of which involves different concrete objects, may be interleaved with one another.

Consider running the mining algorithm with $min_{sup} = 2$. The algorithm first mines frequent single-event abstract charts. One of them corresponds to the pre-chart of the LSC shown in Fig. 1 (left). It then grows the single event chart to form longer charts in a depth-first order. Eventually the chart corresponding to the full chart of the LSC is considered. This chart together with its corresponding pre-chart are then used to construct the LSC shown in Fig. 1 (left).

Let us show in more detail how the firing LSC shown in Fig. 1 (left) is formed. For a succinct representation, consider the following mapping of abstract events:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$AEV$</th>
<th>Abstract Event Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$AE_1$</td>
<td>(GameCtrl0, Monster0, void Monster.fire())</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AE_2$</td>
<td>(GameCtrl1, Monster1, void Monster.fire())</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AE_3$</td>
<td>(Laser0, GameCtrl0, void GameCtrl.add(Laser))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AE_4$</td>
<td>(Laser1, GameCtrl1, void GameCtrl.add(Laser))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The single-event chart ($AE_1$) is first formed. The algorithm eventually grows ($AE_1$) to ($AE_1, AE_2$). To grow ($AE_1$), it considers all concrete instances of $AE_1$. This corresponds to the first and third events shown in the snippet. It then tries to see whether there are concrete events in the set $\{e | proj(e) = AE_2\}$ with which the concrete instances of $AE_1$ can be extended. We note that it is possible. There are actually three of them, corresponding to the substrings denoted as (1,2), (1,4), and (3,4). Among the three, only (1,2) and (3,4) are correct instances of the abstract chart ($AE_1, AE_2$) (following the “monitoring” semantics of symbolic instances in LSC – c.f. [28]). Since the number of instances of ($AE_1, AE_2$) is greater than the minimum support set, we continue to grow it.

At the next traversal of the search space in lexicographical depth-first order, we consider ($AE_1, AE_2, AE_1$); however, the number
of instances of this chart is less than the minimum support. Hence, following Prop. 1, we prune the search space that extends it. Eventually, we will consider the chart \(\langle AE_1, AE_2, AE_3, AE_4 \rangle\). This chart together with chart \(\langle AE_1 \rangle\) which is a prefix found earlier, are composed to form the class level LSC \(L((AE_1), (AE_1, AE_2, AE_3, AE_4))\). This is the LSC shown in Fig. 1 (left).

5. DISCUSSION

The complexity of the algorithm is linear in the number of the significant abstract LSCs mined. It can be easily seen that this is the case from the fact that every time the procedure \textit{MineRecourse} is called, a set of LSCs is outputted. Still, depending on the length of the trace and the thresholds set, the number of significant LSCs may be very large. In [23] we proposed several techniques to reduce the number of the mined LSCs by incorporating additional user input. With this strategy, additional speed-up can be achieved. A more detailed complexity analysis is given in the technical report [24].

One limitation of our approach, common to dynamic analysis methods in general, is that the quality of its results depends on how the traces used are representative of the system under investigation. One possible way to address this may be to investigate an integration with static analysis methods. A related weakness in our approach is its reliance on user-defined thresholds. A possible way to dealing with this is to construct specification mining as a user-guided interactive iterative process, where the user may begin with relatively high thresholds and refine them later as needed. This seems a pragmatic solution.

6. RELATED WORK

In our own previous work on mining LSCs (a short paper [25]), we refer briefly to class level LSCs. There, the support and confidence of class level LSCs are aggregated from those of significant concrete LSCs. Thus, the work assumes that an abstract LSC is significant only if at least one of its corresponding concrete LSC is significant. If this does not hold, the algorithm might miss mining some abstract LSCs or introduce spurious abstract LSCs that are insignificant (thus, the algorithm there is neither sound nor complete for class level LSCs). In another work [23], we focused on an extension of this algorithm to incorporate more user-guidance into the mining process using the concepts of triggers and effects.

Rountev and Connell [31] considered the problem of object naming analysis for reverse engineered sequence diagrams. This problem has some similarities with our problem of binding preserving abstraction. However, [31] uses static analysis of program code, and is aimed at finding reverse engineered, concrete, non-interleaving complete sequence diagrams. Our work uses dynamic analysis to reveal statistically significant recurrent, interleaved, universal scenario-based specs, and our ‘naming’ problem arises in the attempt to generalize from objects’ concrete names to their classes. Ernst et al. [8] describe the Daikon tool, which discovers likely program invariants from execution traces. However, Daikon mines value based invariants, not temporal constraints. In this sense our work is complementary to Daikon.

Most specification miners extracting temporal constraints from traces produce an automaton (e.g., [3, 5, 20]). Unlike these miners, we mine a set of LSCs from traces of program executions. We believe sequence diagrams in general and LSCs in particular, are suitable for the specification of inter-object behavior, as they make the different role of each participating object and the communications between the different objects explicit. Thus, our work is not aimed at discovering the complete behavior or APIs of certain components, but, rather, to capture the way components cooperate to implement certain system features. Indeed, inter-object scenarios are popular means to specify system requirements (see, e.g., [12, 15]). The addition of symbolic scenarios is important, as it results in more expressive and succinct specification models, which are critical in the context of real world object oriented systems.

Yang et al. [37] present mining two-event temporal rules that are statistically significant with regard to a user-defined ‘satisfaction rate’. Lo et al. [22] generalize this work to multi-event rules. In this work, we mine multi-event LSCs rather than temporal rules. Different from temporal rules, LSCs capture caller and callee relationship.

It is interesting that in the work of Yang et al. [37], two different mining scenarios are considered namely context-sensitive and context-insensitive. The earlier refer to the case where information relating to the context of a function calls including the object identities is recorded in the execution traces. Yang et al. also introduce the concept of context slicing where a trace is sliced based on object identities. Mining can be performed on the set of sliced traces. This can be viewed as a degree of generalization from concrete to abstract. However, the slicing proposed in [37] only slice single object instance at a time. Hence, their generalization is less powerful than the one proposed in this paper where multiple objects from the same or multiple classes can exist in the specification and can be differentiated.

Many work suggest and implement different variants of dynamic analysis based reverse engineering of objects’ interactions from program traces and their visualization using sequence diagrams (see, e.g., [1, 4, 30]), which may seem similar to our current work. Unlike our work, however, all consider and handle only concrete, continuous, non-interleaving, and complete object-level interactions and are not using aggregations and statistical methods to look for higher level recurring scenarios; the reverse engineered sequences are used as a means to describe single, concrete, and relatively short (sub) traces in full and thus may be viewed not only as concrete but also as ‘existential’ (see the distinction between existential and universal LSC in [6, 13]). In contrast, we are looking for universal (modal) sequence diagrams, which aim to abstract away from the concrete trace and reveal statistically significant recurring potentially universal scenario-based specifications, at the object-level as well as the more expressive and succinct class-level, ultimately suggesting scenario-based system requirements.

There are also other work mining specifications from program code, e.g., [35, 2, 7]. Different from their work we employ dynamic rather than static analysis in inferring specifications. Dynamic and static analysis complement each other and each has its own pros and cons which have been documented in the literature.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented our approach to scenario-based specification mining, which is a novel example of a dynamic analysis specification mining work that considers object identities, and generalizes from concrete objects to their classes while maintaining soundness and completeness. We use data mining methods to extract symbolic class level scenarios from concrete execution traces with guaranteed soundness and completeness modulo user defined support and confidence thresholds. The key to the approach is the mechanism for binding preserving abstraction. The mined symbolic scenarios are succinct and expressive behavioral specifications. They may be presented visually as UML sequence diagrams (with the modal profile [13]) within standard modeling tools, and further used for program comprehension and runtime monitors generation (see, e.g., [18, 27]). As an immediate future work, we are in the process of implementing a tool and conducting case studies based
on the proposed algorithm.
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